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FAB EAITT RESOrrM I}ITNODUCrIOII

The new Chtna, egtabllahEd ln L949, vas faced rlth
the fnrlts of forelgn a€ggeselon - tr&mputatton of tcrzr
ltory. and "guetalned and eonegloue attenpts to dlsnen-
her her as a natlonel ent1ty."(Ua:<re11). rhet tras bcen
and ts Chlna's reslbnse to these left-over fmlts of a
predatory perlod ln Chlnafa hlotory?

Illthfie estebllshnent of the ner Chlna the Chlneec
people "stood up - never agalnb be an lnsulted pople.F
They have noved eteadlly on the soolallst path - thelr
status today evldenced by the tlde of natlons nrovlng to
normallze relatlons rlth the Peop1e's Republlc of Chlna.

fs Chtna now threatenlng to "gettle aceountgr? to
go to rar? to uee her nlIItary and. nuclear nuscle to
rlght htstorlcal wrongs? l,1r ila:<neIIrg angrer lsr xThe

etatenents and actlons of the Comrunlgt Governnent of
Chlna ghoxs that the ner nen who took lnrer ln Peklng
tn L949 r.ere concerned rlth the future of Chlnss hlet-
ory"had left her, not wlth restortng the bound.arles of
her lnper1al past." Chlna today le pursulng no lr:rcd.-
entlst pollcy toward her former a€gressors.

Ie thls Peoplers Chlna threatcnlng to exDor.t r€v-
oIutlon, as llashlngtonrs propaganda deplcts? CIearIy
the revolutlomary experlence, nethods and resulte of
the Chlneoe peoplets revolutlonary stnrggle axe an ox-
anple and encou:ragenent to revolutlonary and llberatlon
novements throughout the world.. Butr Chlna l-g adanent
that "every revolutlour In a country stems fron the d.e-
nands of lts own peopl€tor.rr€volutton eannot belnlnr:t-
ed.." (Lrn Plao)

Mr tlaxnelI's oharply reasond. and conclse anelysls
of what Chlna has done, ts dolng and what she aaye she
neans to do coneludeg rlth the statenentr ichlna 18
not ex?enslonlst, aggreoelvc, recklees, 8nd d,anggrous|
Chlna Ie peaceful, cautloue, anxlous to d,cfcnd. hcr
bord,ere, not to enlarge them - - - threatened. not e
thnat."



Of Tcrtttorl,a,l ard Bordcr Aggrcselons
Anal To

Cur-ent Revolrrtlonrqy lbvocnts

HE assumption, or axiom, that underlies western political and
strategic ftinkiag about the problems of Asia is that the desips
of Communist China are basically militant and aggressive. Some-

times this is summed u1p in tUe unexamined and unthinking phrase
'the threat from China'-for example in a Times leading article on
June 18 this year; sometimes it is elaborated, even embroidered, as in
this pa.ssage from a 1964 article by George Kennan:

'[China] has fallen into the hands of a group of embittered fanatics;
wodded to a dated and specious ideology but one which holds great
attraction for masses of people throughout Asia; finding in this ideo-
logy a rationale for the most ruthless exertion of power over other
people; associating this ideological prejudice with the most violent cur-
rents of traditional nationalism and xenophobia . . .; consumed with
the ambition to extend to further areas of Asia the dictatorial author-
ity they now wield over the Chinese people themselves; sponsoring
for this reason every terfitorial claim of earlier Chinese governmeDts
for which history can show even the flimsiest evidence; and now abso-
lutely permeated with hatred towards ourselves not only because their
ideology pictures us all as vitlains, but also because we, more than any
other people, have had the strength and the temerity to stand in their
path and obstruct the expansion of their power.'

With more restraint, Paul Hasluck, when he was Australia's minister
for external affairs, said that 'the fear of China is the dominant element
in much that happens in Asia', and went on to declare that that 'fear is
well founded'. This paper seeks to examine the latter proposition: to
ask how well the fear of China is founded in the evidenoe of what the
Chinese themselves have done, are doing, or say they mean to do.

No element of the policies of the People's Republic of China (P.R.C.)
has nourished intemational app,rehension and distrust more than her
approach to territorial and boundary questions. There is a widely held
belief that the Communist Governmen.t of China carries on in fierce,
almost rabid, form, the unforgetting and implacable irredentism that is
taken to have been the characteristic of imperial China. India's charges
that China's approach in the Sino-Indian boundary dispute was bellicose
and expansionist carried far and weigh,tily; Kennan's allegation that
Peking slrcnsored 'every territorial claim of earlier Chinese govern-
ments . . .' has recently been echoed by the Russians, who accuse China

of 'laying claim to land that Chinese conquerors entered or planned
to enter in the remote past': a recent writer on China's borders con-
cluded that under the Communists Peking has been 'far more ambitious
to restore her greatness and regain any territory that she considers was
once hers' than imperial China ever was. This belief in China's innate
and continuing irredentist hankering for physical expansion provides a
starting point for examination.

China's approach to territorial questions should be put in the context
of the century that preceded the establishment of the People's Republic
it 1949. This had been China's time of troubles, in which, prostrate,
she had been subjected first to amputations of territory, then to sustained
and conscious attempts to dismember her as a national entity. The
Russians, in their great imperial sweep across the northern reaches of
the Eurasian land mass, had collided with the Manchu domains in the
l6th and lTth centuries, but for two oenturies after that the Manchus
were able, by and large, to hold them back. In the middle of the
19th century, however, the Russians renewed their drive southward and
annexed a vast swathe of territory between the Amur and Ussuri
rivers and the Pacific seaboard. China accepted the loss of this territory
in a series of treaties. She was thus cut off from all aocess to the sea

north of Korea; and what had been internal rivers of China now became

border features: before the treaties of Aigun (1858) and Peking (1860)

Russian navigation on the Amur and Ussuri was illegal or by China's
compliance; after-if the Soviet interpretation of the treaties is to be

acoepted-the whole breadth of the rivers became Russian, with the

Chinese using them only on sufferance. The Tsar's domains cut into
the Emperor's in the west, too. and again Peking acquiesced in the
annexation of wide tracts of territory that the Manchus had regarded
as their own.

China had also lost the island province of '.[aiwan to the Japanese,

while the British had been nibbling at what the Chinese regarded as

their territory on the borders of Burma and India. The dependent states

of Korea and Indo-China had gone to the Japanese and French

respectively.
So far as China's imperial neighbours were concerned, this was to

have been only the beginning. One of the Tsar's ministers, Sergei Witte'
expressed Russian expectations at the end of the 19th century in these

words:

'. . . the more inert countries in Asia will fall prey to the powerful
invaders and will be divided up between them. . . The problem of
each country concerned is to obtain as large a share as possible of the

inheritance of the outlived oriental states, especially of the chinese

colossus. Russia, both geographically, and historically, has the undis-
puted right to the lion's share of the expected prey . . . the absorption



by Russia of a considerable portion of the Chinese Empire is only
a matter of time. . . .'r

Other European imperial powers generally accepted that the lion's
share should be the bear's, so to speak, and were not inclined to protest
unless it appeared that Russia had desigps on some particular part of
China which they coveted for themselves. (For the British, this was
Tibet. Curzon became convinced that Russia's 'passion for a pan-
Asiatic dominion' was focused on Tibet, and he seems to have been
right. 'Our ,sovereiga has grandiose plans in his head ', wrote the
Russian War Ir{inister of the Tsar in 1903, 'he wants to seize Manchuria
and proceed toward the annexation of Korea; he also plans to take
Tibet under his rule'.'z) But as late as l9l5 British strategists were
philosophical about the prospeotive digestion of large parts of China by
Russia; in his study of political frontiers Sir Thomas Holdich described
the Amur-Ussuri boundary as 'a typical example of an elastic frontier
which is destined to disappear with the advance of Russia'. The Rus-
sian impulse toward expansion at the cost of China was not changed
by the revolution-the Karakhan declaration of 1920, in which the new
Soviet government promised to return to China all territory taken by the
Tsars, indicated a very short-lived change, if it was not entirely tactical.
The U.S.S.R. succeeded where the Tsars had not, and detached
Mongolia from China, turning it in due course into a satellite and
military base: they brought Sinkiang within the Soviet sphere of political
and economic control, and as late as 1949 Stalin attempted to persuade
the war-lord there to declare independence, promising that the Soviet
Army would support him against China. That the Soviet Union hoped
to prolong, and perhaps perpetuate, its occupation of Manchuria after
1945 was concluded anyway by Dean Acheson, who when he was
Secretary of State, in 1950, said the Russians were 'detaching the
northern provinces of China and attaching them to the Soviet lUnion'.'

'}:ta
If Manchuria, Mongolia and Sinkiang were the prizes the Russians

aimed at in the intention they flatly described as 'the dismemberment
of China', the other imperial powers did not intend to be left out:

'The possible spheres of the four European powers in China-should
China disintegrate-were tentatively indicated. The southern part of
China, bordering on French Indo-China, would obviously fall to
France. The great central region, the so-called Yangtse Valley, includ-
ing Nanking and Shanghai, would fall to Britain. Farther to the nortb,
ao area up to the Yellow River would obviously be claimed by Ger-
many. Finally the whole north of China from Sinkiang to Chili and
Manchuria, including . Peking, would fall to Russia. The United

t quoted by D. J. Dallin, Tle Rise ol Russla in .{sla ([,ondon: Hollis & Carter,
1950), p. 35. z Op. cit., p. 42

3 Speech to National Press Club, Washington, January 12, 1950.

States would-claim no part of Chioa's territory. Japan would have to

be content with Formosa. . . .

Against that historical background, it should not b surprising that the

Communists, when they took power in Peking in 1949 and China. in
Mao Tse-tung's words, 'stood uP', put consolidation of China's remain'

ing territory at the top of their agenda. Manchuria' Inner Mongolia,

Sinkiang, all were brought under exclusive Chinese control for the first

time for many generations. And Tibet.
Speaking in 1964, an American scholar described china's actions in

Tibet as 'the clearest case of overt aggression in the post-war period',t
a fair example of the loose condemnations to which even generally

moderate students of international affairs are drawn when discussing

China. There is a considerable literature on the legal rights and wrongs

of China's position in Tibet, too extensive to be even surlmarised here.

But only seven years before the Chinese moved back into Tibet, the

American Government, quashing a final British attempt to separate

Tibet from China, ivas of this view:
. The Government of the united States has borne in mind that the

Chinese Government has long claimed suzeraioty over Tibet and that
the Chinese constitution lists Tibet among areas oonstituting the terri-
tory of the Republic of china. This Government has at no time raised

a question regarding either of those claims" G

The Chinese, Nationalist as well as.Communist, saw their action in
Tibet as nothing more than the long-promised reassertion of a tem-

porarily lapsed central authority. (The lapse may have been, in non-

Chinese terms anyway, a long one, about forty years; but in that time

world, and certainlY no outcry.

p. 530.



(A parallel to China's actions and problerns in Tibet might be seen
in Nagaland. There the Nagas, like the Tibe,tans, felt themselves in
every way different from the power which now meant to include them;
they argued that they had long enjoyed de lacto independence; they tried
to appeal to the United Nations; like the Tibetans they believed they
had reached an agre€ment with the metrolrclitan authority that their
autonomy would be recop.ised, even that they would ultimately be
allowed to opt for independence. But in this case too the central
government saw such aspirations as unacceptable moves towards seces-
sion, and used armed force to suppress an armed uprising. Only the
Nagas have spoken of Indian 'aggression' in this @ntext, others seeing
New Delhi's actions as no more than any other government would have
done in similar circumstances.)

After Tibet had been reclaimed as an autonomous region Of the
People's Republic, there remained only Taiwan among lost territories
which Peking was declaredly determined to regain. This should not,
however, be seen as an irredentisr claim. Had the Kuomintang rump
made its last stand in a redoubt on the mainland there would have been
no surprise, certainly no criticism, if the Communist rdgime had held the
revolution incomplete and the civil war unfinished until that redoubt
had been reduced. That Chiang Kai-shek retreated instead to an island
province, and that the United States Navy prevented the P.L.A. from
following him there, makes no difference to the merits of the issue.

Thus the Chinese, after 1949, as quickly as possible and as ruth-
lessly as necessary reasserted central authority in all the territory left
to China. But there was no attempt to turn the clock back.

:1. * ri

The Nationalists had nourished strong irredentist claims to lost
territories. They had hopes of regaining from the U.S.S.R. all that great
tract between tle rivers and the Pacific-and they cherished the memory
of the Karakhan declaration. They had never accepted the territorial
claims Britain had made in Burma (or rather, as they saw it, on Yun-
nan); and they vigorously repudiated the British claim, developed only
af.ter 1937, to the slice of territory between the crest line of the Assam
Himalayas and the Brahmaputra valley, which rested on Sir Henry
McMahon's secret dealings with the Tibetans during the Simla confer-
ence of 1914. Other irredentist claims looked to tracts in the Pamirs
which Russia and Britain had allotted to Afghanistan, over China's pro-
tests, and to the areas Russia had annexed from China's western
marches. But the statementi and actions of the Communist Government
of China show that the new men who took power in Peking in 1949
were conc€rned with the future of China as history had Ieft her, not
with restoring the boundaries of her imperial past. They turned their

backs on the inherite.d irredentist claims-and on the intractable disputes
which those must have entailed. China has repeatedly declared that she

has no territorial claims on any of her neighbours.

But the decision to abjure all irredentist claims did not in itself
solve the problem of China's boundaries. That remained.

In the contemporary western percePtion, boundaries are fixed,
defused, almoct dornesticated. But, with Lord Curzon. 'I would invite
you to pause and consider what Frontiers mean, and what part they
play in the life of nations'. For Curzon, frontiers were 'the razor's

edge on which hang suspended the modern issues of war or peace, of
life or death to the nation'; and the .Chinese, looking at the deadlocked
negotiations over the Sino.Soviet boundaries, and the concentrations of
Russian troolx and missiles against them, would no doubt agree. It is

probable that the Chinese, whose historical experience with frontiers
goes back so very far, were aware from the inception of the People's

Republic how prickly and potentially explosive the problem of their
frontiers might lg-and they have therefore handled the problem with
care and moderation.

Chou En-lai stated his governmentis approach to border problems

at the Bandung Conference in 1955:

'With some of our neighbouring countries we have not yet flnally
fixed our border line, and we are ready to do this. . . But before

doing so, we are willing to acknowledge that those parts of our
border are parts which are undetermined' We are ready to restrain

our Government and our people from crossing even one step across

our border. . . . As to the determination of common borders which we

are going to undertake with our neighbours, we shall use only peaceful

means and we shall not permit any other kind of methods. . . .'

Although sinister under-meanings have been read into that statement-

sinister under-meanings would be read into Little Bo-Peep if Chou

EnJai recited it-in fact it openly explained a pragmatic policy. chou

stated what was obvious to those who considered the subject-that some

sectors of China's long borders had not been submitted to the process of

boundary confirmation which modern states require, while others had

been only partially through that process; and that china was prepared

to go through that process peacefully with all the neighbours concerned.

Briefly, the process of boundary settlement begins with delimitation:

that is, the joint determination of a boundary line by agreement between

the governments concerned, and its definition in a treaty in written'

terms. . The delimitation of a mutual boundary is a very import-

ant o an make or break the neighboudy

relati Consequently, its execution re-

quire st carry out the necessary negotia-



tions with absolute good faith." If that frst step is the more difficult
and pregpant with possibilities of conflict or misunderstandi,nS, the

second is not without its pitfalls either. This is demucation"that is,

the actual laylng down of a boundary linrc on the ground, and its defini-
tion by pillam, cairns, or other narkers. 'It is in this process', Sir
Thomas Holdich wrote in his study of borders, 'that disputes usually
arise, and weak elements in the treaties or agreemehts are apt to be

discovered.'
Following thc principles Chou stated at Bandung, China successfully

-that is, to the satisfaction of both parties-negotiated boundary settle-
ments with five of her neighbours: Burma, Nepal, Pakistan, the

Mongolian People's Republic, and Afg[anistan. With,three other neigh-

bours, Korea, Viet Nam, and I-aos, the boundaries, although they were

settled by treaties between Ctina and the Japa.nese and French, are

apparently already mutually satisfactory, and there has been no sug-

gestion that any further negodations are needed to confi.rm them.
(Although it might be noted that the South Korean Sovernment main-
tains a substantial te:rritorial slaim against Ctrina.) Intractable disputes

have arisen, however. with reg:ard to China's boundaries with her two
biggest neighbours, India fist, tben the U.S.S.R.

tatt

These disputes are too complex and vexed to be analysed here, there

is space only to state conclusions.s

The Sino-Indian dispute brought China to state and re-state her

approach, in an effort, it seems, to assuage what the Chinese at first
believed were genuine misapprehensions on the part of the Indians and

others. Late in leSl letiog gave this assuran@ to New Delhi:
'So far as t}e question of boundaries is concorned, China absolutely
does not want one inch of another's territory. There are undelimited
borders between China and many of irc neighbouring countries, but
China has never taken, and will never take, advantage of this situation
to make any change in the actually existing state of affairs on the
border by unilateral action. Whether or not the boundary has been
delimited, China is always prepared to work in close cooperation with
its neighbours . . so that there will be no mrltual misgivings or
clashes over the border question.'

The record of Ctina's dealings with her neighbours, including India,
demonstrates a scrupulous adherence to that undertaking. So far as the

Sino-Indian borders were conoerned, there had been no delimitation at

all between China and either Britain or any oth€r power on the other

7 A. O. Cukwurah, The Seltlement ol Boundary Dispules ia International Law (Man' I
chesler: Universi9 Press. 1967), p. 38.

e See.the vitefs Indio's Chbu Wor (London: Cape. 1970 and New York: Panthoon. i
t97l); and'Russia and Ctina: the lrrepressible Conflict', h Pacific Community, J
July 1970.

side of the Himalayas. The task of creating the linear boundaries that
modern states require was left to the successor states, and to the P.R.C.
Peking proposed settlement on the basis of the status qno-thus, much
to the indipation of the Kuomintang on Taiwan, waivi'g the claim
to the tract beneath the McMahon Line.'g China prbposed comprehen-
sive boundary negotiations to delimit. then demarcate, mutually satis-
factory boundaries on the basis of the status quo. lndia, however, had
decided very soon after the British left that to negotiate a boundary
settlement would not be in her natibnal interestt she therefore declined
negotiations, on the only possible grounds-the argument that thc
boundaries were already delimited by the natural proc€sses of history
and cuitom, and therefore required only demarcation. Thus, in eftect
India claimed the right to establish unilaterally the general alignment
of the Sino-Indian boundaries, admitting China to the process only at
the secondary sage of demarcation, where marginal adjustments to the
alignments claimed by India might be mad.e. When the Indian Govern-
ment put a definitive northern boundary on their maps, in 1954,- it
claimed the Aksai Chin tract: this, linking Tibet with Sinkiang, was
of high importance to China in spite of its desolation-and the Chinese
had regarded it as part of China at least since 1896, when they informed
the British that it was theirs. The result was deadlock, which India
attempted to resolve by grving military expression to her historically
dubious claim to Aksai Chin under a 'forward policy '. The Chinese
attack in October and November 1962 was the response to that military
challenge.

The problem of the Sino-Soviet boundaries was difterent in that
most s€Etors had been delimited by treaty, and in some stretches demar-
cated as well. Although the Chinese describe the treaties which pro-
duced the boundaries as 'unequal'-and only the Kremlin's retained
historians would argue with that-they have never described them as

illegal-and have not repudiated them. On the contrary, the Chinese
have all along prolrcsed that the boundaries should be settled on the
basis of the treaties. But, it will be asked, if the treaties are valid,
what need is there to renegotiate the boundaries? The answer lies in the
existence of disputes; not only divergences between Chinese and Soviet
maps, which in 1960 Chou En-lai dismissed as a 'very small discrepancy
which is very easy to settle'; but also over such important, indeed
explosive, details as precisely whe,re in the border rivers the boundary
lies--on the thalweg, as the Chinese maintain, or on the Chinese shore,
where the Russians would put it? The original .treaties, in other words,

e The Kuomintang re-stated its unchanged view of the McMahon Line in the midst
of the Sinolndian borde,r war in 1962: 'The so-called McMahon Line is a linc
unilaterally claimed by the British during their rule over India. The Government
of the Republic of China has never accepted this line of dernarcation, and is
strongly oppos€d to the British claim.' Current (London). Docember 1962.



were inadequate. Vaguely phrased, based on rudimentary or primitive
maps, they did not serve the modern state's requirement for a clear
linear'boundary, even in desolate areas. ln this instancc, apin, the
Chinese approach is clear and consistent: negotiate a comprehensive
and detailed settlement on the basis of the treaties and, where they
do not serve, on the basis of the stqtus quo, compromising
local disputes; pending such a settlement, agree to maintain present
positions; and, where there have been clashes or there is evident danger
of such occurring, rcciprocally withdraw all military personnel from the
area in dispute.

As does India, the U.S.S.R. declines to take that approach. Moscow
will agrce only to 'discuss the question of specifying the frontier line
over individual stretches'-which begs the question of who is to decide
which of th€ 'individual stretches' need 'specifying'. The context sug-
gests that in Moscow's thinking such decisions belong to the Soviet
Union<r at least that the Russians should exercise a voto over what
sectors should ttot b discussed. To the Chinese, this approach means
that it would be the unequal treaties over again, with Russian nuclear
missiles beinc brandished instead of the gun-boats of the Tsar's Amur
River flotilla.

'So far as boundary questions are involved, China's record shows
fiys coldial and mutually satisfactory settlements; two dangerous dead-
locks. But the evidenoe of the two disputes does not uphold the
conclusion that Peking did anything deliberately to create or even
cxacerbate them. Indeed, if this analysis is correct, the common charge
that China follows a policy of chauvinism, irredentism and adventurism
along her frontiers is disprovcd.

Another'charge * t^, chir" ; u -"o"""*r" the stability of her
neighbours, and indeed of Asia and even the world, as a covert and
overt exporter of revolution. Documentary evidenoe, indeed confession,
of this Chinese approach is often traced in Lin Piao's long speech
'On People's 'War', which has been compared to Mein Kampl as an
operations plan for world onquest. But wheu the text is read it provides
no foundation for such interpretations; it is as if China-watchers in the
West do not listen to what the Chinese are actually saying, but hear
instead tbeir own inner voices, saying what they expect to hear from
the Chinese.

The whole context of Lin Piao's speech is that of the perceived
danger of an American attack on, even invasion of, China. He is saying,
in effect: if the imperialists attack us we shall suffer-but if we apply
the lessons of-our past, as Mao Tse-tung's teaching sums that up, we
shall overoome. But he also speaks about revolution in other countries,

t0

and declares that China's path is the only path for other people who
now wish to achieve revolution:

'Of course, every revolution in a country stems from the demands
of its own poople. Only when the people in a country are awakened,
mobilised, organised and armed can they overthrow the reactionary
rule of imperialism and its lackeys through struggle; their role cannol
be replaced or laken over by any people lrom oulside . . revolution
cannot be imported.' (Italics added.)

That is a restatement of the central experience-and therefore the central
belief----of the Chinese Communists: that revolution is and can only be a
do-it-yourself process. That there is no short cut. Lin Piao goes on:

' . . . revolution cannot be impo. rted. But this does not exclude mutual
sympathy and support on the part of revolutionary peoples in their
struggles. Our support and aid to other revolutionary peoples
serves precisely to help their self-reliant struggle.'

So there is the rub. What, in practice, does Chinese 'support and aid
to other revolutonary peoples' consist of?

First, and undeniably this is of vast importance, the support that
comes from 'the red sky in the east', the exemplar of China's own
revolutionary triumph. And the aid that comes from Mao's teaching-
above all, perhaps, from the invincible bptimism with which he preaches

that it can be done. Aside from this, while the Chinese hail every
development in the world which looks to them as if it has revolutionary
potential, the actual aid they have supplied to revolutionary movements

-aid in the material sense, guns and money rather than example and
exhortation-has been minimal.'o China has, of course, been assisting

North Vietnam; but her actions with regard to that war on her door-
step have indicated extreme restraint.

Another statement of China's approach to other revolutionary move-
ments, more laconic but to the same point as Lin Piao's, was made in
1963 by Chen Yi:

'The question of world revolution is one for the countries concerned.
If countries are not ripe for revolution. then China can't do anything
about it. However, China will support revolutions against imperial-
ism and oppression. This is not to say that we are behind all revolu-
tions! Castro in 1959 had no relationship with us, so therefore you
can't blame China for the success of the Cuban uprising. China is
not the arch-criminal behind every uprising. China cannot pour revolu-
tions on or off when she wants to. China can only manage her own
affairs. Revolutions depend upon the people themselves-but China
will support foreign revolutions both morally and politically. We are
Marxists. We must support them ! We don't care if we hurt the
feelings of the United States, or even of Mr. Krushchev. We can't
exchange this for our friendship with the oppressed people. But it

ro See Arthur Huck, The Security ol China (I-ondon: Chatto & Windus for the
Institute for Strategic Studies. 1970), pp. 51 ff.
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must b toted,, Chinese troops will no, ctoss our borders to advance
revolulions.'ar

China's relations with her nerghbours go to confirm that Chen Yi was
expressing Peking's policy. These can be seen as strictly reciprocal: it
is not what a neighbouring govenunent is in its political complexion
that modifies Peking's approach to it, but what that government does.
A case in point is Pakistan. There is nothing in Pakistan's military
rdgrme that could appeal to the Chinese, but since the early l96os-
after a period of very cold relations in the fifties-Pakistan has
approached China as a friend, and China has reciprocated. This is to
simplify, of course; factors from India's quarrel with China, and from
China's quarrel with the U.S.S.R., all bear strongly on the sub-continent.
But the pattern of reciprocity may still be traced.

China's approach to her remaining imperial neighbours, Britain
in Hongkong and Portugal in Macao, should also be looked at, and
could perhaps fairly be put in the context of what happened to those
other remnants of empire in Asia, Pondicherry, on the east coast of
India, and Goa. The French, under sustained diploma,jc pressure from
New Delhi, were persuaded to relinquish Pondicherry-there has been
no such pressure from Peking to oust the Portuguese, or the British.
When diplomatic pressures failed to move the Portuguese, the Indians
simply annexed Goa by military action--China has neither used nor
threatened force against either of the foreign enclaves in her territory.
The customary explanation for this is that Hongkong is so immensely
valuable to China as an entrep6t and foreign exchange catchment. Un-
doubtedly Peking does value that-but Macao can hardly be put on (he

same plane of economic value to China. From the rejoinder the Chiirese
made to Khrushchev when he twitted them for failure to take action
like the Indians' against these outposts of empire, it might be inferred
that another factor is involved in Peking's calculations-recognition that
to use force in intefnational relations to try to undo history is extremely
dangerous. 'With regard to outstanding issues, which.are a legacy of the
past [such as Hongkong and Macao],' the Chinese said, 'we have always
held that, when conditions are ripe, they should be settled peacefully
through negotiations and that, pending a settlement, the status quo
should be maintained.' In an analysis such as this, challenging the
general tendency to place tlre worst possible construction sa psking's

actions, it is easy to lean too far fhe other way; but the most detailed
recent study of China's observancc of in'ternational agreements put its
conclusion in the sub-title-' A Study of Compliance '."

The same American scholar whose verdict on China's action in Tibet

rr In an interview with John Dixon and Miss Roper, qw. Huck, op. cit., p. 51.
rz Luke T. Lee, Chitu and Inlernalional Agreemenls: A Study in Compliance (Dv-

ham, N.C.': Rule of Law Press. 1968).

was quoted above also observed that 'the outlook of the Peking rigime
is that force is a legitimate instrument of policy both internally and
externally', and this again is a general opinion. The evidence most
readily given for this opinion-and characteristically, it is drawn from
Chinese words rather than China's action-is Mao Tse-tlng's famous
maxim, 'Political power grows out of the barrel of h gun'. The context
in which Mao was speaking is rarely considered. It was 1938, when the
Chinese gepprnists were embattled. fighting both the Japanese and
the Nationalist forces, and when some within the Communist Party were
challenging Mao's political and strategic teaching that the way to revolu-
tion lay only through protracted war.

'In other countries [Mao said] there is no need for oach of the
bourgeois parties to have an armed force under its direct command.
But things are different in China, where, because of the feudal division
of the country, those landlord or bourgoois groupings or parties which
have guns have power, and those which have more guns have more
power.'

In such circumstances, Mao argued, it would be naive to fail to see ttrat,
for the Communists, too, military power was all-importan& But

'it is very difficult for the labouring people, who have been deceived
and intimidated by the reactionary ruling classes for thousands of
years, to awaken to tle importance of having guns in their own
hands, . . . [Therefore] every Communist must grasp the truth, " Political
power grows out of the barrel of a gun ".'

Mao went on to state his other great principle in this regard, that 'the
Party commands the gun, and the gun must never be allowed to
command the Party'; but the point here is that Mao was only pithily
expressing what is surely a truism-that for revolutionaries to turn away
from fore, leaving that weapon to their opponents, is to concede defeat.
Mao was not applying his maxim to relationships belween states, and,

nothing in Peking's actions sirce the Communists won power therc
suggests that the Chinese believe it has such application. Like any other
government, Peking is ready to use force within the state when it
judges that circumstances require it: like any other government, Peking
witl-and has-used force when force is used or clearly threatened
against it-and the Chinese constantly proclaim their determination to
resist most forcefully any attack upon their country. But there is no
evidenc.e in China's action or in Chinese words to substantiate the view
that Peking considers force, except as reaction to force, a legitimate
instrument of policy in external afrairs,

rta
The belief that China is ruthless in the use of armed force is coupled

wlthith the belief that she is callously reckless to the point of irrationalirty
in disregarding the consequences of nuclear war. The story that Mao
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once declarcd that China could lose 300 million people in a world war
and still triumph is apocr5phal; but the Chinese do maintain that Cbina
can survive a nuclear attack, and insist that they will not truckle under
the threat of such. With the Soviet Union openly warning that if it
comes to war it will use nuclcar wealxlns; and with the Ameri'cans, too,
calmly and publicly discussing how they could achieve the maximum
destruction in China with the most eronomic outlay,rs it is difficult to
see what else, short of surrender, they could say. Before the U.S.S.R.
developed its own nuclear weapons Stalin expressed very much the
same attitude to the American bomb as did Mao, in another famous
aphorism.

'The atom bonb is a paper tiger which the United States reaction-
aries use to scare people. It looks terrible, but in fact it isn'L Of
course, the atom bomb is a weapon of mass slaughter, but the outcome
of a war is docided by the people, not by one or ,two new types of
wealrcns'-so Mao replied in August 1946, when the late Anna I-ouise
Strong asked him about the possibility of the Americans using nuclear
weapons against the Soviet Union. Here Mao was extending to nuclear
wealpns the fundamcntal precept of his revoltttionary philosophy-
that no malter how strong its enemies nay appear, revolution once
launched is invincible. Mao's emphasis and insistence on this point is
understandable. If revolutionaries do not believe that 'all reactionaries
are Frper tigers', hov can they ever hope to triumph? If political
calculations were to be based primarily on assessments of the fire-1nwer
of both sides, there would never again be a revolution. The lnint was
seeq thirty years ago, in a study of the Spanish Civil War:

'Before [now] counter-revolution usually depended upon the support
of reactionary powers which were technically and intellectually inferior
to the forcqs of revolution. This has changed with the advent of
fascism. Now, every revolution is likely to meet the attack of the most
modern, 'moct efrcienf, trlost ruthless machinery yet in existence.' r'

But Chinr's approach to nuclear weapons is in fact measured, realistic
and cautious-<ertainly more so than Washington's, probably more so

than Moscow's. The picture of China and especially Mao igporantly
and,recklgssly brandishing nuclear weapons may again partly reflect the
effect of those inner voices which seem to influence some China-watchersl
but it has also beed deliberarcly spread, partly by the bomb and missile
lobby in the United States, but most actively by the U.S.S.R. Thc

rs For example Mr. McNamara, then U.S. Secretary of Defence, is reported to havc
made this statement in tesrirnooy before a S€nate sub'oommittee in January 1966:
'A coosiderably saller numbq of weapons [than would be needed for the U.S.S.R.I
detonated over fifty.Chinese urbaa c€artres would destroy half the urban population
<oro than 50 millioo people-and destroy more than hau of the key govertr-
mental, tochnical and managcrial gcrsonnel and a large proportion of thc skilled
workers'. Qtbtod by Henoan, op: cit.,.D. 198.

t1 Frunz Borkenau, Thc Spnish Cockpit, quoted by Noam Chomsky, Amerlcan
Powcr otd the Ncw Mandottts (london: Pcmguin. 19691, 9.241.

l4

rs Huch op, clt,,9. 65.
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lo In Buchan, editor, op. cir., p. l0l,

Chinese approach to nuclear weapons was well summarised by Arthur
Huck:

'[The Chinese] have argued their position on nuclear weapons with
care and subtlety. They do not think a world war is inevitable or even
very likely. They do trot want a head-on clash with the imperialists.
They are fully aware of the destructive power of nuclear weapons.
They have tried to reassure the world about their intentions by reiterat-
ing after their nuclear tests that China will never be the first to use
nuclearweapons.,..""

Professor Morton Halperin made the same point. Contrary. to the com-
pletely false picture spread largely by the Russians, he said,

'If one in fact looks at what the Chinese say, if one looks at what the
Chinese have done in various c,risis situations, it bocomes abundantly
clear that the Chinese view is that nuclear war would . . . be a great
disaster for the world and in particular for China. . . .'r'

There is nothing rrenacing or foolhardy in China's attitude to nuclear
weapons. Short of the palladium of national interest, the Chinese will
do anything they can to avoid war-and especially nuclear war. They
have as good reason as anyone to know what war means-it is doubtful
if even living Russian or German experience of war could exceed China's
in suffering and duration. Chen Yi put it personally: ' . . . wars are

terrible things. Wars kill people. I've been a soldier for most of my
life and soen a lot of frghting. If there is another war, I can tell you
now, that somebody else san do the fighting. I've seen enough.' And
Lin Piao: 'We know that war brings destruction, sacrifrce and sufter-
ing on the people. But the destruction, sacrifice and suffering will
be much greater if no resistance is oftered to imperialist armed
aggression. .'

China's basic position is that war is to be avoided wherever possible

-but not past the point of surrender of vital national interest. All
discussion of war in China is in the explicit context of defensive war.
The whole concept of 'people's war ' is defensive in the strategic sense

-of smothering an invader beneath the armed and militant mass of the
Chinese people.

11 is this writer's conclusion, then, that in respect of territorial and
boundary questions, of support to revolution, and of nuclear wgapons-
the three main elements of the fear 6f China-China is not what she is
presented to be. China is not expansionist, aggressive, reckless and
dangerous: China is peaceable, cautio0s, anxious to defend her borders,
not to enlarge them-and threatened, not a threat.
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